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MUSKETEERS CC ON TOUR
This year Musketeers CC travelled to Berlin to play in the
2nd Berlin Open from 15 -18 January 2016. Held at the
icestadion adjacent to the Olympic Park in the north-west
of the city, the venue is a converted ice hockey arena, and
over the weekend hosted 18 teams from Germany, Italy,
Hungary, Switzerland, Latvia and Denmark.

Amidst the snow and grey winter mornings we were sharing our
hotel with three floors of Syrian refugees , a sobering experience
(not that Musketeers CC ever need sobering up!)
Our hosts were most welcoming and their competition was well
organised and efficient. After the Schenkel Musketeers CC team 1
topped the table and Musketeers CC team 2 were in 3rd position.
A dinner was hosted in the University district of the city on Saturday
with some unusual entertainment! Sundays final between Hamburg
and Musketeer members Iain Cormack, Gordon Addison, Paul
Baughan and Calum Macnee was a pretty one sided affair. However
the German team mastered the sluggish ice better than the now
somewhat fatigued Scots who had ‘socialised’ themselves out! Alan
Chalmers, Andrew Penker, Alistair Hay and Angus Allan finished
third beating the Danish team in their playoff game.
As ever we had a fantastic time thanks to the curlers we met and
the fun it created. Schnapps and Jaegermeister were involved!
German curling needs our support. Membership nationally is
reputed to be less than 1000 curlers! With the Hamburg Masters,
Mannheim, Berlin , Dresden and the Bavarian clubs all hosting good
quality weekend events in great and very affordable circumstances I
hope this article inspires some more Scots to travel and support our
sport in the difficult conditions that they face .

OUTDOOR CURLING AT KINGSMILLS
When Jack Frost arrives, and there’s a long settled spell of weather, Highland Curling Club try to play for one of two trophies the Challenge Trophy and Challenge Cup, but unfortunately there hasn’t been suitable conditions since the season 2009/10.

However, we almost always get a few days, and this winter managed five sessions of play over a week in mid-January, with about 30 curlers taking
part altogether. These games are very informal, we just draw the teams from the members and guests who arrive at the start, but they always last 10
ends - with a suitable opportunity to stack brooms in the middle!

REMEMBERING DAVID
PATTULLO – FORFAR
CURLING CLUB
David first curled at age 19 and had two games with
Glamis Curling Club then joined Forfar CC. He played for the
next 50 years and held all the positions within the club – his
longest term as Match Secretary for 46 years.

David was always on hand to help and advise young members, ready
to answer any questions they might have. David played a massive role
in Forfar Curling Club and will be sadly missed.
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DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY DISABILITY
COACH OF THE YEAR
Dumfries and Galloway Council recognised Brian Park’s contribution to the disabled by
awarding him the Disability Coach of the Year for his outstanding coaching of disabled
wheelchair curlers.

The presentation was made by Councillor Tom McCaughie, Chairman of D. & G. Leisure & Sport
accompanied by Laura McClymont, Leisure & Sport Wigtownshire. Brian visits groups for the disabled
and shows videos of wheelchair curling and discusses the sport to encourage interest within the groups.
He organises come and try sessions and evaluates the various disabilities to find an individual’s comfort
zone when delivering the curling stone. His efforts have been successful over the last five years and there
are now 10 regular wheelchair curlers of both genders, who have become competent curlers. Stranraer
Wheelchair Curling Club was formed and is a member of the Royal Caledonian Curling Club.

REMEMBERING JIM HAMILTON – PORTPATRICK CURLING CLUB

The Curling world, in particular Stranraer Ice Rink and Portpatrick Curling
Club, lost a faithful and well respected curler when Jim Hamilton, in his 96th
year, passed away in December 2015.

Jim farmed at Craigenquarroch Farm, Portpatrick, all his farming life until his retirement in
the mid 90’s when he moved to Portpatrick Village. Jim was a member of Portpatrick Curling
Club for 75 years and was President of the Club for 25 years before passing on the Presidency
in 2002 when he was made an Honorary President. In early years Jim curled with his Club at
Ayr Ice Rink until the North West Castle Ice Rink opened in 1970.
Jim was presented with the 50 year curling medal by the Royal Club on 8th May, 2000.
Although in latter years Jim did not curl, he remained a member of his Club and took a great
interest in the Club’s progress.

North West Castle
- Stranraer Ice Rink -

Curling Weekends

CLUB OUTING?

per person FULL BOARD
Rate includes 2 Nights DBB, 2 Buffet Lunches
and a minimum of 3 games of curling!

BUILD YOUR OWN CURLING PACKAGE!

from

Acommodation includes Dinner, Bed & Breakfast
and one on-ice session per night stayed.
1 night DBB
2 or more nights DBB
Single room supplement

BOOK NOW FOR THE 2016-17 SEASON

Famous Grouse
Alliance Wine
Courvoisier
Highland Spring
Prize Weekend
Curling Prints
Glayva
Grants
Glenfiddich
Beefeater
Tennents Caledonian
Teachers

£60.00
£50.00
£10.00

Why not add in a little something extra?
Additional ice costs (per session)
Snack lunch - soup, sandwich & tea or coffee
2 course lunch with tea or coffee
3 course lunch with tea or coffee
Afternoon tea (sandwiches, scones & a selection of cakes)
Afternoon cream tea - tea or coffe with scones

BOOK NOW t:

£5.00
£6.00
£12.50
£15.00
£9.95
£3.00

01776 704 413 |

ONLY £150

e:

14 - 16 October 2016
28 - 30 October 2016
4 - 6 November 2016
25 - 27 November 2016
7-9 January 2017
14-16 January 2017
21-23 January 2017
28-30 January 2017
4-6 February 2017
11-13 February 2017
25-27 February 2017
4-6 March 2017

hotel@northwestcastle.co.uk

Rate based on 2 people sharing a classic room
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TRY CURLING IN THE
GREAT HALL
On 17th January the Royal Caledonian Curling Club cohosted an indoor curling event with National Galleries
Scotland in the Great Hall of the National Portrait Gallery,
Edinburgh. This event gave people the opportunity to not
only get to grips with the basics of curling, but also to meet
Michael Goodfellow, silver medallist from Great Britain’s
Curling Team at the 2014 Sochi Winter Olympics.

There was the chance to win a Team GB Sochi Winter Olympic curling
shirt signed by David Murdoch and Eve Muirhead’s 2014 medalling
teams. The gallery has ties to curling through the restored Charles
Lees masterpiece, The Grand Match at Linlithgow Loch (1848), which is
currently on display as part of a special sporting exhibition.

Clubs, Teams, Rinks:
Volume discounts
& Rink supplies
Curling Shoes Prices in £ indicative
Tournament Eagle (for Beginners)
BP 400 3/16“ slider (also left)
BP 500 I slider from
BP Delux 1/4“ from
Goldline Quantum E
Goldline Quantum X
Asham Competitor 3/32”
Asham Slam
Olson Ole 3/32”
Olson Classic 1/4”

79,95€
139,95€
149,95€
259,95€
139,95 €
169,95€
139,95€
199,95€
129,95€
179,95€

55,97£
97,96£
104,97£
181,97£
97,96£
118,97£
97,96£
139,97£
90,93£
125,97£

69,95€
79,95€
99,95€
129,95€
139,95€
139,95€
14,95€

48,97£
55,97£
69,97£
90,93£
97,96£
97,96£
10,47£

Curling Brooms
Performance Fibreglass
Goldline Fibrelite
Ultima Carbon
Asham Carbon + TX Pad
BalancePlus Carbon + EQ Pad
Olson Vapor Isogrid + GR8 Pad
Pads from

 Fast! 3-5 working days standard to Scotland
 Save: EU VAT included in our great prices
 Huge: Asham, BalancePlus, Goldline, Olson, Tournament
Order online:

www.skeki.de/curling-supplies

Skeki GmbH—Fuggerstr. 35—D-10777 Berlin—Email: info@skeki.de (english)
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FRIENDSHIP TROPHY
The annual Friendship Trophy took place at the Peak, Sirling on Friday 12 February.
Teams representing the North and the South of Scotland battled it out for the trophy.

The group photograph shows both teams ‘under orders’ as they strain at the leash to get underway. No
starter’s gun for this line up, simply a blast from the head umpire’s whistle was enough to start the fun. A
great day of curling then ensued. It was a ‘game of two halves’.
South headed into the break four shots to the good. However the second session witnessed a determined
North comeback and they overhauled South to run out winners by a margin of nine shots, the final score
being 46 shots to 37 shots in favour of the North curlers.
Well done to both teams for a great day of competition, played in the true spirit of friendship and curling.
Pictured - Friendship Trophy being presented by Anna McGarva (sponsor and donor of trophy) to Maria
Duncan (North Captain).

Report: Ian McNeish

NATIONAL MASTERS
The National Masters Curling Championships took
place at Greenacres Curling Rink from Thursday 4th to
Sunday 7th February with Team Adam prevailing in the
men’s championship and Team Scott in the women’s.

Twelve men’s teams and twelve women’s teams in the over 60 age
category competed for the national men’s and women’s masters
titles. Team Adam defeated Team Wilson in the men’s final by 5-3.
Team Adam pictured with Marion Fraser, Ladies Branch President,
L-R: Jean Lesperance (lead), Alan Guthrie (second), Graeme Adam
(skip) and Lindsay Scotland (third).
Team Scott came out winners in the women’s final after a narrow
8-7 win over Team M.A. Robertson. Pictured, RCCC President Billy
Howat presents the women’s winners L-R: Fiona Rutherford (lead),
Maggie Scott (skip), Margaret White (third) and Yvonne Aitken
(second).
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Your new look Dates for your Diary…
Simply click on the dates for more
information.

Dates for your
Diary

8 MAR

THE MORTON TROPHY,
FIFE ICE ARENA

11 – 13 MAR

SCOTTISH SCHOOLS CURLING
CHAMPIONSHIP,
BRAEHEAD CURLING

16 – 20 MAR

29 FEB – 3 MAR HENDERSON BISHOP TROPHY,
DUMFRIES ICE BOWL,
LOCKERBIE ICE RINK

WESTBAY LTD HUNGARIAN MIXED
DOUBLES CURLING CUP,
BUDAPEST, HUNGARY

17 – 20 MAR

ELITE 10 – GRAND SLAM OF CURLING,
CANADA

2 – 4 MAR

SCOTTISH WHEELCHAIR CURLING 		
CHAMPIONSHIP, THE PEAK

18 – 20 MAR

SCOTTISH CURLING PAIRS CHAMPIONSHIP,
STRANRAER ICE RINK

4 –6 MAR

THE RINK CHAMPIONSHIP,
FORFAR INDOOR SPORTS

19 – 27 MAR

WORLD WOMEN’S CURLING CHAMPIONSHIP,
CANADA

2 – 4 MAR

ASHAM UNDER 14 SLAM – PERTH,
DEWARS CENTRE

20 MAR

RCCC FUNSPIEL, BRAEHEAD CURLING

24 – 27 MAR

LATVIAN MIXED DOUBLES CURLING CUP,
RIGA

25 – 27 MAR

GOLDLINE SCOTTISH CURLING TOUR –
ABERDEEN INTERNATIONAL CURLING
CHAMPIONSHIP, CURL ABERDEEN

24 – 28 FEB

SCOTTISH CURLING
SENIOR CHAMPIONSHIPS,
LANARKSHIRE ICE RINK

26 – 28 FEB

DUMFRIES MIXED DOUBLES,
DUMFRIES ICE BOWL

27 – 28 FEB

ASHAM UNDER 17 SLAM – PERTH,
DEWARS CENTRE

5 – 13 MAR
8 MAR

WORLD JUNIOR CURLING CHAMPIONSHIPS,
COPENHAGAN, DENMARK
THE MAXWELL TROPHY,
LANARKSHIRE ICE RINK

ABERDEEN CITY OPEN
The first of two Scottish Curling Tour events taking
place at Curl Aberdeen this year was the Aberdeen City
Open. It was contested by 20 teams from across the UK
from 5th – 7th January.

After an impressive performance over the first two days, Team
Ewan MacDonald had to make it through the knockout stages on
Sunday to became champions of the Accord ESL Aberdeen City
Open 2016. In the final they managed to beat Team MacDougall the English representatives at the European Championships 2015 7-1 in the final.
MORE FROM THE ABERDEEN CITY OPEN
CAN BE FOUND HERE

Photo: Curl Aberdeen
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SCOTTISH CURLING JUNIOR
CHAMPIONSHIPS
At the Scottish Curling Junior Championships – held
at Curl Aberdeen 27th – 31st January – Bruce Mouat
retained his junior title, while Sophie Jackson triumphed
in her first season as skip.

The Junior Men’s Final saw team McNay (Cameron McNay, Finlay
Campbell, Ryan McCormack and Angus Bryce) up against Team
Mouat (pictured, Bruce Mouat, Bobby Lammie, Greor Cannon and
Angus Dowell) a team who were unbeaten in the round-robin. This
hugely experienced team were on top form from the start, taking
a 4-0 ahead after 2 ends. Team McNay got onto the leaderboard
with a well-executed draw to the four foot by Cameron McNay
with the final stone of the third end. The fifth end saw Team Mouat
continued to pile on the pressure and skip Cameron McNay faced
4 opposition counters with his final hit which he made perfectly to
limit Team Mouat to a 3 shot lead. The tables turned in end 6 and a
great drawing end from Team McNay saw them lying 3 shots but
opposition skip Bruce Mouat kept his composure and played a triple
take-out with his first shot and a hit and roll with his final shot to
blank the end. Having retained the last stone for the seventh end,
Team Mouat ensured they took advantage and took a score of 3
and a 6 shot lead of 8-2. The eighth end was kept simple by Team
Mouat and although Cameron McNay drew the four foot to score 1,
his team decided the hill was too steep to climb and offered hand
shakes with a final score of 8-3.
After triumphing over Team K Aitken in the semi-final game, Team
Murray (Katie Murray, Rebecca Morrison, Hailey Duff and Mili Smith)
went on to meet Team Jackson (pictured, Sophie Jackson, Naomi
Brown, Rachael Halliday and Rachel Hannen) in the final and it
was a tight affair from the start. Team Murray narrowly missed a hit
and stick opportunity for a score of 2 in the third end, scoring just
1 to level the game at 1-1. In the fourth end, skip Sophie Jackson
executed her final draw perfectly to score 2 but Team Murray fought
back, scoring 1 in the fifth end and securing a steal of 1 in the
sixth end when Katie Murray played a perfect draw around centre
guards which opposition skip Sophie Jackson just couldn’t beat. The
seventh and eighth end saw duos exchanged and the score level
at 5-5 going into the ninth end. Team Jackson made good use of a
corner guard in the ninth end and scored 2, giving them a 7-5 lead

Photos: Brian Batttensby

going into the final end. The tenth and final end saw Team Jackson clearing
stones until they ran their opposition out of stones, final score 7-5.
Team Mouat and Team Jackson will represent Scotland at the World Junior
Curling Championships being held in Taarnby Curling Club in Copenhagen,
Denmark from 5-13 March 2016.
FULL REPORT CAN BE FOUND HERE

WINNERS

The 2015-16 Asham Under 21
winners were formally presented with
their titles and prizes at Curl Aberdeen on Sunday
31st January following the conclusion of the Scottish
Curling Junior Championships.

Team Whyte pictured with their prize winning cheque for
£1000 – L-R Gavin Barr, Ross Whyte, James Baird, Euan Kyle,
David Baird, and Team Murray pictured L-R Katie Murray,
Rebecca Morrison, Hailey Duff, Mili Smith.
The Asham champions had been decided at the final slam
event of the Under 21 series at Lockerbie just before Christmas
but with high profile national junior championships just
around the corner they were deemed a fitting backdrop to best
acknowledge and celebrate their title winning achievements.
Both Asham Under 21 Champions had performed
well throughout the week of the Scottish Curling Junior
Championships with Team Murray finishing runners up in the
women’s event after a highly contested final and Team Whyte
reaching the semi-finals in the men’s.
Well done to both teams and thanks to Asham Curling
Supplies for their continued support of the RCCC’s Under 14,
Under 17 and Under 21 Slams.

Photos: Brian Batttensby
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SCOTTISH CURLERS
REPRESENT TEAM GB
AT YOUTH OLYMPIC GAMES
The second Winter Youth Olympic Games (YOG) took place
in Lillehammer, Norway, running from Friday 12 February to
Sunday 21 February 2016. Curlers Ross Whyte, Dumfries, Amy
Bryce, Kelso, Callum Kinnear, Perth and Mili Smith, Perth all
headed out as part of Team GB to take part in both the mixed
event as a team, and in the mixed doubles event, where the
nationalities are mixed up so that more countries get the
chance to compete. The curlers were also seeded, with the best
performers paired up with weaker competitors from the mixed
team event.

A total of 64 curlers representing 16 nations had the chance to compete
for medals in the two unique curling competitions at the Curling Hall in the
Stampsletta Ice Venues. Team GB managed to get through the round robin
stages with a six wins and one loss, after playing teams from Brazil, Canada,
Czech Republic, Estonia, Korea, hosts Norway and Sweden. Unfortunately
Russia proved too much for them in the quarter finals and they were
knocked out after a 9-5 loss.
The competitors still had a chance to medal however, with their new
partners in the Mixed Doubles event. Ross Whyte was paired with Yu Han,
China, Amy Bryce with Martin Blahovec, Czech Republic, Callum Kinnear
with Stefania Constantini, Italy and Mili Smith with Jun Yeong Hong, Korea.
Unfortunately both girls were knocked out early on, while Callum Kinnear
and his Italian partner managed to make it to the quarter finals, where they
narrowly lost to a China/Norway pairing 10-9. Ross Whyte and his partner
Yu Han managed to make it all the way to the final, and although they lost
their final game against a strong Switzerland/Japan team, he still came away
with a silver medal. Ross had this to say of his mixed doubles experience at
the Youth Olympic Games “My partner Yu was amazing. I could not have
wished for a better partner. Curling is pretty universal and I tapped where I
wanted it or shouted ‘hard’ (for sweeping). Communication could be hard at
times, but we found a way.”
As well as the action on the ice there was a programme of educational
and cultural events for athletes and fans alike. This was part of the Local
Organising Committee and International Olympic Committee’s ‘Go Beyond.
Create Tomorrow’ vision, which aims to make a lasting impact on the lives
of the athletes, as well as creating a new generation of volunteers, coaches
and leaders in sport.
FOR MORE FROM THE YOG CLICK HERE

Photos: © WCF / Richard Gray

NEW LADIES ONE DAY
BONSPIEL
The Ladies Branch of The Royal Caledonian Curling
Club are running a One Day Bonspiel to encourage
female curlers to participate in competitions in Scotland
and to promote friendship among women curlers. The
competition will take place on 10th April 2016 at Kinross
Curling.

Entries can be as a team or individual and curlers can be of
any age, but all teams must consist of two curlers with 5 years’
curling experience or more and two curlers with less than 5 years’
experience.
Included in the day are two x 5 end games and a light lunch with
coffee/tea/drinks and home baking available all day. Cost is £20 per
player.

Photo Credit: Kinross Curling

FOR MORE INFORMATION CLICK HERE
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SCOTTISH CURLING
CHAMPIONSHIPS 2016
The Men’s and Women’s Finals of the Go Coco Scottish
Curling Championships took place at a sold-out Dewars
Centre, Perth on Saturday 20th February.

In the Women’s final Muirhead put the pressure on Gray from the
start, with hammer in the first end. Both teams seemed to have a
little trouble reading the ice in the first couple of ends, with the score
2-1 to Muirhead after two ends. The third saw Team Gray in control,
and Lauren managed to force Eve to draw for one with her final
stone. Then in the fourth end a mistake from Eve gave Lauren a shot
for three to put them in the lead. Both teams were strong in the fifth
end but Gray once again forced Muirhead to draw for one, making
the score level with four each at the halfway point.
Team Muirhead came back fighting after the break and didn’t give
up a single end the rest of the game. In the sixth some nicely placed
stones resulted in the first steal of the game, with Muirhead getting
two. Team Muirhead kept the seventh end as clear as possible,
hoping to force a one, but Gray blanked it.
A good set up by Sarah Reid in the eighth end had team Gray
chasing from the start, but a guard which over curled left Jennifer
Dodds an opportunity to take a double. The guard ended up being
significant as Team Muirhead got two stones buried and Lauren
Gray was unable to reach the four foot, resulting in another steal
of two, and an 8-4 lead for Muirhead. The ninth end was kept fairly
straight forward throughout and ended with Lauren Gray blanking
to retain the hammer for the final end, however Muirhead ran them
out of stones and the end score of 8-4 meant Muirhead retained her
title.
The Men’s Brewster v Murdoch final started with a straight forward
first end, resulting in a blank. The teams were still struggling to find
the speed of the ice, but the addition of some guards made for a
more interesting second end, however it still resulted in Brewster
blanking the end. Brewster’s last stone of the third didn’t roll out,
giving him a one point lead.
The fourth end was more of an on-going battle than previous
ends, with both teams playing good shots and having stones in play.
With Brewster lying two after his last stone, and a double impossible
due to a guard, Murdoch was content to hit and lie for a one.
Team Brewster seemed to have the edge right from the start of
the fifth end, with lots of stones in the house. Team Murdoch were
hitting, but Brewster kept managing to replace the counters. With
Murdoch’s last stone he managed to take out one of the three
red counters Brewster had lying in the house, however he didn’t
manage a roll, so it was a straight hit for Tom Brewster to secure
three, meaning he was leading 4-1 by the half time break.
In the sixth Brewster made the double with his last and was left
three sitting, forcing Murdoch to draw for one. The seventh end saw
Murdoch use his last stone to guard his yellow which was lying shot,
but Brewster managed to take the double and score one. Murdoch
set up the eighth end with corner guards, but Team Brewster wanted
to keep it clean, and peeled them out. A tricky end for Murdoch left
him looking at Brewster lying two stones, and was again forced to
draw for one.
Brewster blanked the ninth in order to retain hammer for the last
end. In the tenth end Murdoch was hoping to leave Brewster a draw,
as Tom hadn’t yet played one. David only managed to get two into
the house with his stones however, leaving Tom to remove one, and
lose a one in the final end, in order to win the game 5-4 overall.
The World Women’s Curling Championship takes place 19th –
27th March in Swift Current, Canada and the World Men’s Curling
Championship are held 2nd – 10th April in Basel, Switzerland.

All Photos: Brian Battensby

Go Coco,
nice over ice.
Go Coco coconut water is packed with vitamins and minerals
plus the perfect balance of isotonic properties and electrolytes.
For refreshing rehydration and recovery,
reach for Go Coco!

Super healthy.
50% less sugar and calories
than orange or apple juice.
More potassium than
two bananas.
Zero cholesterol.
Zero added sugar.
Zero fat.

FOR MORE FROM THE SCOTTISH CURLING
CHAMPIONSHIPS CLICK HERE

gococodrinks.com
Facebook: gococoUK
Twitter: @gococodrinks
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